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QUESTION 1

You have just allocated 10 LUNs on a Hitachi Unified Storage system to a HP-UX 11.i host. You now need to verify that
the host can see the new storage. Which utility should you run on the HP- UX host? 

A. cfgmgr 

B. diskpart 

C. ioscan 

D. devfsadm 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer has multiple cache partitions defined on a Hitachi Unified Storage system. They would like to change one of
the partitions characteristics. Which three settings can be modified? (Choose three.) 

A. stripe size 

B. cache size 

C. segment size 

D. partition number 

E. owning controller 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 3

You plan to use Storage Navigator Modular 2 (SNM2) to perform a non-disruptive upgrade of the firmware on a Hitachi
Unified Storage (HUS) system. What are two requirements for this process? (Choose two.) 

A. The HUS must have a Device Manager Agent installed and running. 

B. There must be no hardware faults or missing components on the HUS. 

C. You must have a working LAN connection between the SNM2 server and the HUS. 

D. All hosts must be connected to the HUS using HDLM or similar multi-pathing software. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4



Which two self-service resources would you use if you require installation assistance? (Choose two.) 

A. Hitachi Data Systems Support Portal 

B. Hitachi Data Systems InfoSearch database 

C. Hitachi Data Systems product documentation 

D. Hitachi Data Systems Installation Service Manager 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

What allows firmware to be updated non-disruptively on the Hitachi Unified Storage systems? 

A. Firmware updates are performed in less than the host I/O timeout value. 

B. While one controller is rebooting, the other handles all host operations. 

C. Host connectivity to both controllers established using multi-pathing software. 

D. Firmware updates only affect the first five drives and no controller reboot is required. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

What are two characteristics of the Modular Volume Migration feature? (Choose two.) 

A. It requires Copy-on-Write to be enabled on the array. 

B. It can be managed by RAID Manager/CCI. 

C. It formats the source LU when migration is complete. 

D. It can be managed by Storage Navigator Modular 2 GUI. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer wants to install an Emulex HBA in a Windows 2008 server for connection to a Hitachi Unified Storage
system. Where would you determine the validity of this configuration? 

A. Microsoft Web site 

B. HDS Hitachi Unified Storage maintenance manual 

C. HiFire on HDS intranet/extranet 



D. Storage Navigator Modular 2 User\\'s Guide 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

How should the Hitachi Unified Storage systems dual power supplies be connected? 

A. by FS6 circuits breakers 

B. only one should be connected, the other being standby 

C. by adjacent sockets on a single power distribution unit 

D. by two independent and appropriately rated power distribution units 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

You have just allocated four 3TB LUNs from a Hitachi Unified Storage System to a set of ESX 4.x servers. The VMware
administrator can see volumes that are assigned to the servers from an older storage array, but not the volumes you
have just allocated. What is the most likely cause? 

A. The FC switch ports need to be disabled/enabled to force the HBAs to re-login to the fabric. 

B. This a newer storage array with an older version of ESX so the HBA drivers need to be updated. 

C. ESX 4.x servers cannot recognize volumes that are 2TB or larger. 

D. The rescan function in VMware is not working, so both servers need to be rebooted. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

A customer has requested your help to find out where a Hitachi Unified Storage (HUS) system\\'s FC port 0A connects
into their SAN. How can you find this information? 

A. Use the HUS Web tool to report the switch WWN and port number. 

B. Use Device Manager to determine where the HUS port is connected to. 

C. Use the switch name server to find the HUS WWPN. 

D. Use the SNM2 Advanced Settings to determine the WWPN of the switch port. 

Correct Answer: C 

 



QUESTION 11

You are upgrading a Hitachi Unified Storage (HUS) system with the File Module option. Which combination is required
to support this upgrade? 

A. FC connectivity between the HUS and the File Module plus the Hitachi BOS F software bundle 

B. 10GbE connectivity between the HUS and the File Module plus the Hitachi BOS M software bundle 

C. FCoE connectivity between the HUS and the File Module plus the Hitachi BOS F software bundle 

D. FC connectivity between the HUS and the File Module plus the Hitachi BOS N software bundle 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

You want to configure SNMP on a Hitachi Unified Storage system. The license key is already installed and enabled.
What are two key steps when configuring SNMP? (Choose two.) 

A. Import the MIB file into the HUS. 

B. Install an SNMP Manager on the HUS. 

C. Create the SNMP environment file in the HUS. 

D. Register the SNMP configuration files in the HUS. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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